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Energy Exchange: Market-Based Curtailment Management 

UK Power Networks offers ‘flexible’ connections to enable 
cheaper and faster connections for generators in areas 
with limited network capacity, with rules-based 
curtailment of generators to manage constraints.

We are developing a market mechanism to enable more 
efficient management of network constraints, by allowing 
curtailment trading and by accessing a larger pool of DER 
(flexible and firm connections) to manage both 
distribution constraints and transmission constraints.

Project scope

1. Project Scope and Work to Date



Work we have undertaken so far

1. Project Scope and Work to Date

Initial cost-
benefit analysis

Market 
simulation built 
to refine MBCM 
participant value

Revised CBA to 
determine 
whole-network 
benefit value

Reviewed design 
and engaged 
with 
stakeholders

Detailed market 
design chosen 
via stakeholder 
feedback

Next steps:
• Go/no-go decision on conducting a live trial later by end of Q1 2021

  

In Progress

We chose a market design based on stakeholder feedback and performed an initial benefits review. 

The design of the Market-Based Curtailment Mechanism (MBCM) was then challenged with an academic 
review and further stakeholder input, before we refined the simulation of the main benefit areas. 



The limitations Energy Exchange seeks to solve

Inefficient curtailment Not open to alternatives to 
curtailment

As generators are curtailed on a ‘last in,
first out’ principle, this is not always the
most efficient way to manage overall
curtailment.

For example, demand turn-up could be
a more suitable solution to manage
excess demand in some regions.

Generators in flexible connection zones
were also excluded from offering
curtailment for transmission constraints
via National Grid ESO’s ‘ODFM’* service
for 2020.

There is no mechanism to identify how
the overall cost of curtailment
compares to the cost of reinforcing an
area and ‘upgrading’ to firm
connections.

1. Project Scope and Work to Date

Limited signalling to trigger 
future reinforcement

There are a number of limitations for flexible DG using ‘LIFO – Last In First Off’

* ODFM stands for Optional Downward Flexibility Management. This is an opt-in service for small scale renewable generators to receive payments from 
National Grid ESO if we ask them to turn down or turn off their generation of electricity.  
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Evolving a market design to address these limitations

2. Market Design Evolution and Current Design

• DSO is the central market participant with
which DER contract

• Flexible DG and other DER submit their offers to
be curtailed, or increase their demand, in
£/MWh of curtailment.

• DSO curtails in price order, as opposed to LIFO.

• DER are settled based on their offer price and
the outturn curtailment they experience.

We considered a range of design options. We selected the preferred design based on stakeholder feedback 
and how well this addressed key limitations of the current approach to constraint management. This 
design is further illustrated in the subsequent slides.

The Stage 1 report on the evaluation of the initial market design options can be found at 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/energy-exchange

• Improve profitability for DER, by:

• Reducing total curtailment cost, through more
efficient curtailment compared to rules-based
curtailment

• Reducing overall curtailment (MWh) compared to
LIFO by allowing participation of storage and
demand customers

• Better facilitating participation in wider system
services for flexible connections

• Signalling where network reinforcement is justified
on an economic basis

Chosen Design & Features: Design Objectives:

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/energy-exchange
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Flex3

Flex2

Flex1

In LIFO rules, curtail Flex1 first

Market-Based 
Curtailment Management

(MBCM) 

Allow any other customer 
on the feeder to take 

curtailment in exchange for 
££

Network
Constraint

Energy Exchange is a new approach to curtailment

2. Market Design Evolution and Current Design



Data Calculation DER Market Platform DERMSKey:

Market ranking 
algorithm

Live DERMS 
operation

Network 
configuration 

data

Participant 
offers

Ranked DER for 
curtailment

Data to 
settlement

Live network 
data

High-level view of market operation
Following the submission of participant offers, the market platform incorporates network data and 
provides a ranked list of DER for the DERMS system to use during a curtailment event.

2. Market Design Evolution and Current Design



Energy Exchange delivers several benefits

A. Cost-effective distribution 
curtailment

B. New solutions to distribution 
curtailment with  price signals

C. Facilitate participation in ESO 
balancing services

Curtailment will be based on the offers
of the respective market participants,
and their position within the network.
On meshed networks, for example,
some units are better placed to
alleviate a constraint than others, for
example if they are closer to the
constraint.

The market-based curtailment will
facilitate other parties, such as
demand-side response and storage, to
alleviate constraints. This will help
these parties earn revenues, reduce the
cost of curtailment.

The market-based curtailment will
facilitate and provide visibility of the
availability of connected parties to
provide additional balancing to National
Grid Electricity System Operator (ESO),
particularly where they may currently
be excluded from participating e.g.
ODFM services (Optional Downward
Flexibility Management).

3. Market Simulation

Early on in the project, we identified a series of benefits associated with Energy Exchange

Our initial expectation was that cost-effective distribution curtailment would drive 
most of the benefit value. 

However our initial valuation showed facilitating participation of new solutions to 
curtailment and access to ESO services might drive more value.  



Overview of market simulation: approach and methods
The Energy Exchange project has undertaken a detailed forward-looking simulation exercise that seeks to 
verify the future value of Energy Exchange’s benefits using available information (e.g. DFES, ODFM)

• To demonstrate how MBCM’s detailed design would be affected by different future energy scenarios, UK○Power 
Networks asked Baringa to build a new, evolved model for estimating the future benefit of MBCM.

• The simulation uses base data from existing flexible connection zones, which includes generation, curtailment 
and other factors relevant to MBCM.

• The model incorporates a set of inputs and assumptions about the future growth of generation, storage, etc. 
within those zones, using inputs such as UK Power Networks’ Distribution Future Energy Scenarios.

• We have then simulated the interaction between DER participants in the MBCM market, based on different 
scenarios, to understand the incremental value of MBCM to participants, the DSO and the ESO.

3. Market Simulation

Simulation modelling indicates that, in addition to more efficient allocation of curtailment, there is 
significant value from new solutions to curtailment and access to wider system services e.g. ESO’s ODFM or 

subsequent downward flexibility services.



Diversity in MBCM benefits to different participants
The simulation has taken account of a range of factors to indicate total future benefits of MBCM. 

• Input assumptions.

• DER output profile – PV, battery, wind, CHP, AD, demand

• Mix of DER types affecting the measurement point of a constraint, and sensitivity factors at the point

• Volume of future DER connections by approximate location (based on DFES)

• The proportion of future connections which are flexible 

• 50% - informed by recent data on accepted connection offers

3. Market Simulation

The next slides share the indicative range of benefits, per MW of installed flexible generation.
Benefits to individual customers may be higher or lower, 

and DER customers on both flex and firm connections can benefit.



Overview of market simulation: initial outcomes (1/2)

MBCM Benefit Description
Simulation Value 
Output (range*)

Beneficiaries

A. Cost-effective 
curtailment (lower MWh 
and cost of curtailment)

• MBCM re-orders curtailment for flexible
connections between flexible and firm connections 
in the zone, based on individual opportunity cost 
accounting for their ‘sensitivity’ to the constraint

• Reduces the required MWh, and cost, of 
curtailment

~£600 to £6,500 
per MW per Year

Value accrues to local generators
(firm and flex)

Example: a curtailed solar PV site 
(flex connection) with no marginal 

cost shifts curtailment to a gas 
generator

B. New solutions to 
curtailment, with price 
signals (overall reduction in 
curtailment)

• MBCM signals to the market the volume and price 
of curtailment occurring within the zone, which 
may encourage flexibility solutions to resolve the 
curtailment ahead of network upgrades

~£900 to £3,700 
per MW per Year

Value accrues to new entrant flex 
providers or DNO through delayed 

reinforcement

Example: a battery choosing to 
locate in the zone to absorb the 

curtailed energy

Energy Exchange creates two incremental sources of value at distribution level…

• A is calculated by comparing a ‘before and after’ picture of the level of curtailment for simulated spot years (incorporating flex DG growth), based on i.) MBCM enabling 
more effective allocation of curtailment to DG based on opportunity cost, sensitivity etc., and ii.) allowing firm generators to offer into the market alongside flex.

• B is calculated by assuming a storage or demand asset in a given zone offers to charge / import to absorb some of the curtailment, thereby generating value for itself, as 
well as reducing the overall amount of curtailment necessary.

* Values shown are indicative.  This is the incremental simulated value of MBCM between 2025 and 2040 per MW of flex connections, based on simulating a DERMS zone’s growth in DG and curtailment over that future period.

3. Market Simulation



Overview of market simulation: initial outcomes (2/2)

MBCM Benefit Description
Simulation Value 
Output (range*)

Beneficiaries

C. Enable flexible 
connections customers to 
participate in ESO markets

• Generators in a flexible connections zone (both flex 
and firm) are currently excluded from offering their 
flexibility into some ESO services (e.g. ODFM) as 
DERMS does not currently manage a rebound from 
other generators in the zone.

• MBCM could offer a solution to manage this

~£5,000 to £17K 
per MW per Year

Value accrues to local generators
(flex and firm)

Example: a curtailed solar PV site 
(flex) with no marginal cost, shifts 
its curtailment to a gas generator

Total MBCM Benefit 
(A+B+C)

• The sum of the three incremental value pools
~£6,500 to ~£27K
per MW per Year

Value to multiple participants 
described above.

…plus Energy Exchange can enable a whole-system value

• C assumes DER participation in a similar product to ODFM or a subsequent product.  We simulate a future scenario in terms of specific days and time periods in which NG 
ESO requires a downward flexibility response from DG in a DERMS zone (which cannot currently partake in ESO services).  Based on the assumed response and 
corresponding volume of curtailment, we then calculate the incremental value as the difference between the opportunity cost and the average price paid per MWh by 
ODFM in the summer of 2020 (~£170/MWh).  

* Values shown are indicative.  This is the incremental simulated value of MBCM between 2025 and 2040 per MW of flex connections, based on simulating a DERMS zone’s growth in DG and curtailment over that future period.

3. Market Simulation



Cost-benefit analysis
Next we will extrapolate the simulated benefit of Energy Exchange with future DER growth

• We are currently building a cost-benefit analysis model that will demonstrate the value potential in rolling
out market-based curtailment across the whole distribution network of UK Power Networks.

• We will be able to utilise the simulation outputs to assess the value of gross benefits in UKPN’s licence
areas (both now, and over the period of the Distribution Future Energy Scenarios).

• The CBA analysis will also calculate how Energy Exchange can reduce the amount of carbon being emitted
by distributed generation, as well as how it enables more renewable generation to generate. We will be
seeking to quantify these additional social benefits in terms of the CO2e reduction.

4. Next steps



The Energy Exchange MBCM project – Next steps

Next steps

• Build the market simulation into full CBA

• Engage with stakeholders on the results

• Publish commercial heads of terms

• Explore a simple live dispatch trial for 2021 

• Facilitate access for DER in flex zones to revenue from new ESO services 

• Identify the future development path for market-based curtailment

4. Next steps



Please send feedback and/or 
questions to:

Rita.Shaw@UKPowerNetworks.co.uk

Efstathios.Mokkas@UKPowerNetworks.co.uk

Other project documents available at: 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/energy-exchange/
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mailto:Efstathios.Mokkas@UKPowerNetworks.co.uk

